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Digital Download: Continental Unveils TireTech App  
for Trucks and Buses 
• Continental extends technical advice app to commercial vehicles 
• Features include a Pressure-Load Calculator to determine the correct tire pressures  
• App also contains a comprehensive technical information database and library of 

supporting images 
• Users can get in touch with Continental’s technical service team directly via the app 

Hanover, Germany, March 7, 2023. Optimal tire inflation pressure and the right tire selection mean 

the best possible tire performance and the greatest possible fleet efficiency. What sounds so 

simple is not always easy to implement in the price-driven day-to-day business of fleets. 

Continental therefore supports fleet operators, dealers and service technicians in maximizing the 

safety and efficiency of their tires with the TireTech mobile app for agricultural tires, which is now 

available as well for truck and bus tires. 

The Continental TireTech app is a technical advice tool further developed for dealers, fleet 

managers and technicians. The app can be downloaded free of charge for iOS and Android. It 

provides quick and easy access to up-to-date tire and service information for Continental's full 

range of tires for agricultural and commercial vehicles. The app makes its content available in 

multiple languages, is ready to use within seconds of installation, and can be easily configured to 

meet users' individual needs. 

Easy and relevant information 
Amongst the features offered by the Continental TireTech app is an integrated Pressure-Load 

Calculator, which helps users to determine the correct pressures for each tire based on the vehicle 

axle load and tire size. The database of technical tire data and library of supporting images provide 

another powerful function. Plus, the technical data can also be accessed without an internet 

connection. A contact form completes the service app’s offering, enabling customers to directly 

reach Continental’s technical service team. “With the Continental Tire Tech app, we are continuing 

to digitalize tire maintenance services,” says Catherine Loss, Head of Technical Customer 

Services EMEA at Continental. “Our technical service team is excited to expand the functionalities 

of this app, complementing our existing customer offering.” 
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Customer focus 
"With the Pressure-Load Calculator, fleet managers, technicians and tire retailers are able to 

determine the optimal inflation pressure for their tires, depending on the application," Loss 

explains. "The Continental TireTech app helps to increase the efficiency of a fleet and reduce tire 

operating costs. The app also contributes to lowering emissions significantly, thanks to the correct 

pressures helping to reduce rolling resistance. This makes the Continental TireTech app another 

building block of Continental's holistic Lowest Overall Driving Costs (LODC) approach.” 

You can find more information on the website.  

 

 

 

 

Continental develops pioneering technologies and services for sustainable and connected mobility of 
people and their goods. Founded in 1871, the technology company offers safe, efficient, intelligent and 
affordable solutions for vehicles, machines, traffic and transportation. In 2021, Continental generated sales 
of €33.8 billion and currently employs over 190,000 people in 58 countries and markets. On October 8, 2021, 
the company celebrated its 150th anniversary. 

The Tires group sector has 24 production and development locations worldwide. Continental is one of the 
leading tire manufacturers with more than 57,000 employees and posted sales of €11.8 billion in 2021 in this 
group sector. Continental ranks among the technology leaders in tire production and offers a broad product 
range for passenger cars, commercial and special-purpose vehicles as well as two-wheelers. Through 
continuous investment in research and development, Continental makes a major contribution to safe, cost-
effective and ecologically efficient mobility. The portfolio of the Tires sector includes services for the tire trade 
and fleet applications, as well as digital management systems for tires. 

  

Photo Topic links: 

https://www.continental-tyres.co.uk/b2b/services-and-solutions/tire-tech-app.html
https://media.continental.com/dl/4jQEsv4Ty5K9kNKYUV6Jiy
https://www.continental-tires.com/www8/servlet/blob/4009986/32352f67f9cd7578c410ca9f18cbd460/bilder-data.zip
https://media.continental.com/dl/4jQEsv4Ty5K9kNKYUV6Jiy
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Press contact  

 
Annette Rojas 
Media Relations Manager  
Public Relations & Internal Communication 
Replacement Tires EMEA 
 
Continental Reifen Deutschland GmbH 
 
Phone: +49 160 9083 7745 
Email: annette.rojas@conti.de 

 
 
Press portal: www.continental.com/en/press/ 
Media center: www.continental.com/en/press/media-library/ 
Further related links:  www.continental-tires.com/transport/media-services/newsroom 
 www.continental-tires.com/car 
 www.continental-tires.com/transport 
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Continental supports fleet operators, dealers and 

service technicians with the TireTech mobile app for 

trucks and buses. 
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Catherine Loss, Head of Technical Customer 

Services EMEA at Continental. 
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